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ONE OF KENTUCKY%
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
Th• N•wa

Jo's
Notebook
I went by the police station this week to take a
look at the docket regarding the recent arrests of
some 20 teen-agers for crimes ranging from breaking and entering to public drunkenness. Of necessity
and discretion we cannot and will not publish the
names of these young people, but it suffices to say
that 18 of them are from respectable white families,
and two from equally respected Negro families.
The crimes for which these youngsters were arrested were not childish pranks; they were for calculated wrong-doing. Some of the crimes involve
breaking into liquor stores, homes, autos, even
school buildings. They're even sniffing glue!
And the most distressing aspect of the whole,
miserable, expanding mess is that some of the
youngsters are as young, or as old as eleven and
twelve years. Some of the teen-agers are repeaters;
a few of them have been turned over to the welfare
department for confinement in correctional institutions, where their associates often are hardened
criminals, young as though they may be.
Bringing to light such arrests is sure to bring a
lot of talk around the telephone, bridge and cocktail
circuit, not so much because the situation is becoming alarmingly serious, but because folks will just
want to hazard a guess as to who the youngsters
might be so they can add a bit of gossip to the already bad situation.
It is a matter of serious debate whether any
civic, cultural, or religious leader will go down to
City Hall and talk the matter over with Chief of Police Richard Myatt to see if there isn't a city-wide
program that can be developed to keep these young
people actively engaged in some kind of group activity that might take their idle minds off of drinking, stealing and generally "living it up."
I honestly felt sorry for Richard Myatt as he
told me these criminal cases and the homes from
which the yoUngsters are being reared. "Each case
is a special rine and I just go as far as I can to help
the young fellow," he said. "But I c2,twe in contact
with these boys after they have &he wrong. It
seems like there is something that we can do top
these things from happening in the first place."
Oh how I do agree. But where does one turn to
start the program in motion?
Walking back from the City Hall I got to thinking about a conversation I had recently with a
young and eager clergyman around town. He was
waving his arms, and reciting platitudes about oppression in some of our neighborhoods; about equal
treatment for all mankind,social status, educational
opportunities. It all sounded so grand and so phony
that I asked him if he preached like that in his
church and he responded: "I've got to take it easy;
its hard to spring such doctrines all at once."
He sprung it on me all at once,and I took a dim
view of his hypocritical platitudes and his empty
oratory.
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And so where do our young people go now?
They drag around the drive-in eating houses, take to
the highways for far away movies, or just gang up
and talk about attempting crime, just for kicks.
I will defy any preacher, civic leader, public official or any other do-gooder to tell me that I'm
magnifying the situation and that the youngsters
who are committing these crimes are from the
'wrong side of the tracks.
Well, I can tell you they're not! And even if
they were they don't live there by choice, but by
necessity. And if they aren't the kind of kids you
want your own children to play with, just remember:
There's no such thing as a bad boy. It's just
that we make them that way with our arrogance,
our superficial social status, and our pseudo respectability and piety that is as transparent as a
gold fish bowl.
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Great Coach, Star Players To Thrill
Football Fans In Regional Play-off
If ever a sports event had all the ingredients for an
all-time thriller, it will be Saturday night when the undefeated Fulton Bulldogs play Glasgow in the regional
one playoff.
There'll be all-star players on the football field. On
the sidelines will be Fulton's star football coach Larry
Shanks, named this week as "Coach of the Year," in the
Class A Conference.
Before, during and after the game there'll be bands
playing, pretty girls marching, and some lusty cheerleaders urging the teams on to victory.
The game will be played Saturday night at Memorial Field at 7:30
p. m. Tickets are now on sale at
the school book store, Fulton Bank
and City National Bank. Admission
is $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for
students.
The Glasgow band, one of the
Hero ars the stars! Back row, loft to right: Dennis L011a4, David Wins- most popular bands
in the state,
ton, Coach Larry Shanks. Front row, left to right, David Jones, BIB will accompany the "Scotties" to
Fulton
and
will
perform
at halfSmith and David Peeples.
time. This band has 120 members
and their uniforms are kilts.

Ray Harm Named
'68 Seal Chairman

Connie Pawlukiewicz Going To
Ecuador With Festival Princess
A person who has written more
about, worked harder for and seen
less of the Banana Festival's LatinAmerican friends than almost anybody is at last going to get a first
hand view of amigoship, come
early December.
Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz,"Connie" to the legions of Festival
workers has been appointed by the
board of directors of the International BAINIn1 FelltiV4t0 be.the official chaperone of the Festival's
Princess when that young lady embarks on a goodwill mission to
Ecuador for the Quito Fiesta on
December 5.
Miss Janice Sproles, the 1969 Banana Festival Princess was the

recipient of an all-expense trip to
Quito when she was named by the
judges as the winnlig princess of
this year's event. The trip, includes
a week's stay at the Hotel
International, n official visit
to the President of
uador, many
newspaper, radio
sd TV interviews and red cart treatment for
the young lady wh&s presently a
student at East Tennessee University at,Johnson City4Tonn.

=

She will alse Mike over many
exciting, official functibns during
her visit in Ecuador, since the
country is the largest grower of all
the banana-producing countries.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Ray Harm, bird and wildlife artist, has been named chairman of
the 1968 Christmas Seal Campaign
for Kentucky, Dr. E. N. Maxwell.
president of the Kentucky TB and
Respiratory Disease Association,
announced today.
Harm, whose bird and wildlife
prints are widely sought by collectors, said in accepting the chairmanship, "if this appointment actually means that I can have a part
In conserving human lives as well
as the lives of the wild creatures
I've been interested in for so long,
It would really be something."
He expressed "a deep concern"
for those whose lives are blighted
or lost by tuberculosis, emphysema
and other lung crippling diseases.
Harm's appointment is especially
appropriate in that the 1968 Christmas Seal design is of a "partridge
in a pear tree" and one of Harm's
most celebrated sketches is of a
bob white or quail, also known as
a partridge in various parts of the
world.

Fulton City's band will also perform at the game, with drum major
Mike Yates and majorettes Diane
Harrison,
Ginger Edwards and
Vicki Campbell.
As to a comparsion of the two
teams, Fulton City has a 9-0-0 record for the season, while Glasgow's
record is 10-2.0, but both losses
were to Class AA schools, Bowling
Green and Franklin Simpson. The
Scotties defeated Larue County ,also

Booster Club
Beauty Revue
Friday Night
The South Fulton Booster Club
will conduct its seventh annual
Beauty Revue, Friday night, November 15, 1968, at 8:00 P. M. in
the South Fulton gymnasium.
Twenty-ei,ght girls have entered
the contest which is an evening
gown contest only for the girls of
Fulton, and South Fulton. The trophies and crown are being•displayed in the window at Weaks'. In addition, the Queen will receive a $50
War Bond and a bouquet of roses.
The Booster Princess will reign
through 1969 and will represent
South Fulton at the Fish Fry at
Paris, the Strawberry Festival in
Humboldt, will take part in the Banana Festival and all other important events pertaining to South Fulton,
W. W. Jetton will serve as
Master of Ceremonies and Mrs.
(Continued on Page Eight)

This Is American Education
Week; Time To Look Around

elP

What I'm going to say is that this town has
more clubs, more churches, more organizations,
more fund drives, more ticket sales, more phony
advertising schemes than any place I know of on
earth, and yet there's not a dime, not a living
breathing dime for an honest to goodness Youth
Center that is supported by philanthropy rather
than commercial dances once a week.
The hard-working people who are maintaining
the center are trying their best to keep order around
the place, but for the lack of organizational support
they must resort to commercial pursuits to keep the
center open. There have been enough complaints
about disturbances from these commercial endeavors that of necessity, the events must be curtailed
for awhile.

Microfilm Center
Margaret 1. Wins Lilwari
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506

Mrs. Bill 14olland (left) outgoing president of the Fulton County Homemakers and Mrs. Bill Threlkeld, the new president standing on the step
of the bus check in the "tourists" who made the micro trip to Paducah last week. Mrs. Mettle Milner (center) and Mrs. Abs Thompson
wait to board the "special."
Photo by Elmer Stewart.
See story below and other photos on Page Tiwee.

"Every time I take a journey
which takes me by car and I see
the number of mothers with young
children who are standing in the
streets, I realize once again in a
very personal way what a tremendous flood of children are coming into our schools — elementary, high
schools, colleges and, we hope,
even going beyond." John Fitzgerald Kennedy
American Education Week resulted from the discoveries of draft
boards during World War I that
about 25 percent of the young men
called up for military service were
illiterate. Today, the purposes of
AEW have broadened beyond the
eradication of illiteracy; today,
American Education Week serves
to increase public understanding
and appreciation of the school, to
encourage parents to visit their
children's schools at least once a

AA with 8-1 record, last week by a
14-6 score.
Coach Shanks, came to Fulton
High School as football mentor this
year after a brilliant career as a
member of the UTM championship
Vols.
The young Tennessean played
halfback for the Tangerine Bowl
champs last year, and this year in
his first coaching job directed the
Bulldogs to their first conference
title in the history of the school.
Under his tutelage the Bulldogs
came through with a perfect 9-0-0
record, which included a 14-0 shutout of the Murray Tigers, the team
that defeated Paducah Tilghman,
the Class AA District winners. It
was the first time in 11 years a
Fulton team had beaten Murray.
Fulton placed five players on the
Class A All-Conference team and
two on the All West Kentucky team.
Coach Shanks was named Coach
of the Year on both.
David Winston, Dennis Lohaus,
and David Peeples were chosen on
the District offensive team and
David Jones and Bill Smith on the
defensive team. All five are seniors.
On the West Kentucky team,
David Peeples. who led the conference in yards rushing total score
and best average, was selected as
halfback. Quarterback Bill Smith,
who also leads the conference in
touchdown passes, was also named
to the team.

Coach Shanks

year, to secure civic and community support for measures to improve the schools, and to help students gain an appreciation of what
the schools are doing for them.
The theme chosen this year for
American
Education Week is
America Has a Good Thing Going
. . . It's Schools . . Schools that
offer the pupils the opportunity to
learn and practice society's values;
schools that provide for the challenge of tomorrow; schools that develop citizenship that will strengthen the community, the state and the
nation and, yes, schools that stimulate moral and spiritual values.
Laymen and educators alike
agree that the school has a major
responsibility for preparing young
people to live in today's society.
Learning the values that prevail in
our society gives the child a basic
(Continued on Page Five)

AT GEORGETOWN
One student from Fulton County
is enrolled at Georgetown College
for its 140th session, announces
Registrar, Mrs. Dorothy DeMoisey.
She is Peggy Jean Isbell.
RUMMAGE SALE!
A rummage sale, sponsored by
the Cuba (Ky.) school, will be held
all day Saturday at the former Banana Festival headquarters building on Commercial Avenue, across
from the News office.
PANCAKE BREAKFAST
A pancake breakfast will be served Friday by members of the
Fulton Rotary Club at the First
United Methodist Church from 6:
a. m. till 10: a. m. The public is
cordially invited. Tickets are $1
and may be obtained at the door.

Ah Women--They Travel Far And Wide To Get In On A Secret
by Jo Westpheling
If there's anything in this world
that a woman loves better 'n anything, it's being in on a secret.
Some fair damsels cross their
heart, take an oath, promise to
breath not a word, if only they
could but find out the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth.
Last week nearly 100 Fulton
County Homemakers got their
household chores squared away
early, put on comfortable travelling clothes and arrived at the Fulton Bus Station at eight o'clock
sharp to get in on a secret that
gregarious, enthusiastic and energetic Extension Agent Kate Thompson had all cooked up for these
busy ladles who keep the home
fires burning.
"The secret," was a day-long

jaunt in two chartered buses to
"somewhere" for a relaxing period
of visiting, swapping ideas and fun
on a bus. It can be said, perhaps
without fear of contradiction, that
the ladies honestly did not know
their destination.
And the one woman who learned
of the itinerary just before the bus
departed, believe it or not, learned
it from a man.
And here's how it happened!
The two bus drivers were standing around in the station looking
awed at all the women getting on
the bus.
Said one driver to the other: "Do
you know where you're going?"
Replied the knowing one: "Yea,
we're going to . . ." Well, Margaret Allen was standing there and
heard the whole conversation, but

from late reports she kept the secret, and the fun of knowing, to
herself.
And 80 the busses cranked up and
rolled away.
After a lot of speculation and
laughter they arrived at 9:10 a. m.
at Paducah Community College
where they were kilned by two
male "hitch-hikers," Hall Allen,
the Civil War expert and Paducah
Sun writer and Bill Murphy, executive secretary of the Greater
Paducah Chamber of Commerce.
With their guides aboard they
took the famous Red Line Tour of
Paducah — the City Hall, the Paducah Bank to see the Ray Harm
exhibit, the river front and then
the final resting place of Irvin
Cobb, the renowned Paducah humorist and author.

At noon the entourage went to
BosweR's Restaurant for lunch and
a business meeting and a delightful
program. It was here that the Fulton County visitors heard an inspiring and thought-provoking talk
by Mrs. Pill Murphy.
Mrs. Murphy, a native of Latavia
held her audience spell-bound as
she told of her unbelievable experiences of oppression and abuse in
post World War II Europe. Mrs.
Murphy, the mother of two children
impressed upon her audience the
privilege Me feels to be an American. Her son is a surgeon In New
York and her daughter, also a resident of New York is a pharmacist,
as is Mrs. Murphy,
At the meeting Mrs. W. B. Sowell,
Cultural Development Chairman,
gave the invocation. Mrs. Bill 111.

land, County President, called the
meeting to order and introduced
the guests. She thanked the committee, composed of Mrs. J. W.
McGaugh. Mrs. Bill Threlkeld,
Mrs. Bill Fenwick and Mrs. Catherine Thompson, Area Extension
Agent, for such a delightful day.
Mrs. McGaugh, chairman of the
nomination committee, reported
the selection of Mrs. Bill Threlkeld,
president of the Montgomery club,
for the president of the county
group. She was elected unanimously.
Presentation of the gravel, by
Mrs. Holland, was to the Hickman
Club for the second year in a row.
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr. introduced
the guest speaker.
Following the luncheon and
(Centlnued on Pam Throe)
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0ET'S CORNER

I had wasted thirty seconds of my very precious time,
And had lost the rhythmic cadence of a thought I
thought sublime -

George Wallace Gave The Common Man Sense
Of Belonging, The Courage To Speak Out
The pundits and commentators
around these United States are turning
out millions of words of wisdom as to
the effect of the candidacy of George
Wallace on the final outcome of the
general election on November 5.
As for as we know, or at least we
have not seen it print yet, the real
meaning of the Wallace campaign to
the nearly ten million Americans who
voted for him, worked for him, and believed in him with a dedication close to
the worship of a diety, is still to be reviewed.
It is abundantly clear that George
Wallace's campaign oratory was based
on the philosophy of dissent. He spoke
the language of the "man on the
street." If the truth were known he
also expressed the silent fears of a
great many sop *sticated people;
"pseudo-intellect s" he called them.
When he,. ppeared as guest speaker at the Kentucky Press Association
last January we were startled to see
the nods of agreements from his audience, some of the most cynical individuals on the face of the globe.
In a sense, George Wallace gave
Mr. Average American, "the common
man," a sense of belonging; an aura of
courage to speak out against the status
quo; a feeling that a learned man shared with them the shame of riots in the
streets, coddling of criminals and Communists, wastes in government at all
levels, inflation, power politics, the futility of the war in Vietnam, high
taxes, strangling bureaucracy, and on
and on and on.
Oddly enough, some of Mr. Wallace's most ardent supporters were
stumped cold when asked if they felt
the former Alabama governor could
solve these , problems. Nevertheless
they felt his candidacy was at least a
hope that he could perform; something
like a drowning man grasping at a
straw in an ocean of fear.
While seeing one's favorite candidate go down in defeat is a keen disappointment at best, the supporters of
George Wallace must feel something
akin to despair that the man who gave
them a ray of encouragement was so

A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weakly papers In Fulton the
first of which was founded In 1880.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42641
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42641.
Subscription Rahn: $2.00 POT year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 par year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.

There were grandmama and mama and a tousled little
tot;
I was in a great big hurry, but these three, it seemed,
were not.
They spent thirty seconds fumbling with a ribbon on
her head,
And in laughing quite inanely at some word that she had
said.

Regrettably we fear, the small 13
per cent of the national vote that Wallace received is no striking mandate
for a change. Even more regrettable is
the fact that Wallace, certainly nobody's fool, could not resist the impulse
to pit race against race, labor against
management, rich against poor, North
against the South. East against West,
the farmer against the urban dweller.

Indeed George Wallace clearly
diagnosed our ills; his failing was to
prescribe for these ailments and to give
us his prognosis for cure and prevention.
If he was right and he perseveres
in his beliefs, perhaps in four years he
can prove to the other 85% of the
American people who voted against
him that they were wrong in 1968.
Perhaps it can be said of George
Wallace, as it has been said of Barry
Goldwater, that he was four years
ahead of his time. Who are we to say?

Fulton County Deserves To Be Proud Of
Library Tax Success; Many Others Lost
Last week we handed a justifiable
commendation to the voters of Fulton
County, and the leaders of the movement to levy a three and one-half cent
tax on property to maintain libraries in
Hickman and in Fulton, as well as
county-wide Bookmobile service.
As the results of the various special referenda trickle into the news, we
are gratified all over again at the success of our proposal to finance our libraries through a small levy on each
$100 of property assessment.
Take for instance McLean County,
where voters were presented with the
opportunity to form a library district
by levying only a three cents tax. The

All because three generations in the car that was ahead
Seemed reluctant to move forward as the signal turned
to red.

badly repudiated at the polls.
We said many times during the
late, lamented campaign that Wallace's
candidacy might produce an awareness
among our elected leaders and lawmakers that revolutionary change is
needed and wanted in the general
modus operandi of our form of government and the enforcement of constitutional freedoms.

The loss of his voter appeal in the
waning days of the campaign proved
conclusively, what we believe to be the
basic problem in this country and that
is fear—fear for the loss of jobs, for
community acceptance, for the loss of
security, now and in the future.
Perhaps the greatest fear was evident when Wallace supporters got into
the ballot booth and,influenced by the
polls that their candidate could not
win, voted against him for fear of losing their vote.
We often admired the spunk and
courage of this volative Alabamian
But this admiration was quickly dispelled when he failed to clearly define
his program for peace on earth and
goodwill towards men of all races,
creeds and national origin.

_Npposal was soundly defeated by a
distressing total of 713 votes for and
1904 votes against the issue.
But McLean County was not alone
in defeating an issue that certainly
would have been a step in the right direction for progress and development
of the area.
Here are some other good and bad
results of voting for community issues:
Barren County Voters refused to
approve a $2.5 million school bond
issue that would have provided funds
to build a consolidated high school.
Robertson County Voters refused
to approve a 31
/
2-cent library tax,
which probably means that a library at
Mount Olivet will be closed.
Paducahans rejected a proposal
for a $1 million general obligation
bond issue for improvement of 1,000
blocks of Paducah city streets.
Adair County hospital bond issue
received a majority, but did not
achieve the necessary two-thirds affirmative vote.
Johnson County Voters defeated a
move to retain the commission form of
county government. The vote means
the county will return to government
by the county judge and eight magistrates in places of the current system
of three elected commissioners and the
county judge.

UNITED STATES TRAVEL
SERVICE

REVERIE AT AN INTERSECTION

were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

So I had to sit there calmly, just like all the other men,
And restrain my purple curses till the sign went green
again.
Then I thought, as I traveled on, which could more important be,
Thirty seconds at a crossing or a happy family?
Of course, you know the answer, and I blush as I confess
That our selfishness and hurry only make of life a mess.
'Twould be life's most serious blunder if, in all our foolish haste,
Grandmanias and cute hair ribbons we would throw
away and waste.
— Kelly O'Neall
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libmory. Comer
By Brenda Rowleft
The proper Ntiescription for • a
book contains: (1) A basic or chief
ingredient, intended to cure. (2)
An adjuvant, to assist the action
and make it cure more quickly. (3)
A corrective, to prevent or lessen
any undesirable effect. (4) A vehicle or excipient, to make it suitable for administration and pleasant to the patient.
A DOCTOR AMONG THE ADDICTS, by Nat Hentoff. "I don't
want to see you anymore, I don't
even want you at my funeral," the
father told his drug addict son.
Three years later he telephoned Dr.
Marie Nyswander. The young man
was now working and supporting his
family. "For the first time in many
years," the father said, "I have a
son once more."
POLICEMAN'S LOT, by Elizabeth Linington. Mrs. Floyd Arthur,
a widow, came to the police station
to report that her son, Harry, was
missing. Harry was twenty-one and
reliable; good to his mother and engaged to a very nice girl named
Ruthie There was no reason why

Letters To Editor

TRY, by David Westheimer. Many
people will read this fast-moving
dramatic, funny and poignant novel
about Allied prisoners in World War
It, and say, "This is the way it
was." The author has captured the
fear and excitement of combat, the
intensity of friendships formed under wartime pressures, the challenge of the dangerous and the unfamiliar.THEN PITY, THEN EMBRACE,
by Nancy Bartlett. This is a novel
spanning three generations in the
life of the Willards, a New England
family, quite unlike the well-publicized Boston Brahmins or the
emerging Irish Catholics. Eccentric,
brilliant, unorthodox, some of them
impecunious intellectuals, others
rich industralists, still others Loyalists who left this country at the
time of the American Revolution,
all of them deeply rooted in the
Puritan tradition.

he 9hould have disappeared. But
there was no reason why Dr. Grantby, a fifty-eight-year-old widower
and night supervisor at the hospital, should have vanished either.
FOR RICHER, FOR POORER,
by Kitty Hanson. Marriages are
made in heaven. But weddings—
American style—are made in hard
cash. That moonlit night when Boy
proposes to Girl and Girl accepts
may be their last moment of privacy, unanimity, and carefree romance. The courtship is over; the
business of Getting Married has begun. The stage is set for that colossal extravaganza known as the
NO DEADLY DRUG, by John D.
American Wedding.
MacDonald. The spectators ocBIG BEND, by Richard Meade. cupied all available seats, waiting
Sam Ramsey was a loner. He didn't in a buzzing and deadly patience.
need anything or anybody as long The majority of them expected a
as he had his ranch—a place to guilty verdict and they knew that
breed and raise the sturdy little when it came, they would be able to
Morgan horses that were his whole watch the accused, and watch his
life. But he lived in a time of viol- wife, and watch his mother, and
ence; a time when bandits and cut- thus witness at close range a memthroats repeatedly swept across orable anguish.
southwest Texas to plunder and
COUNTERFEITING IN AMERrustle supplies.
ICA, by Lynn Glaser. Although
SONG OF THE YOUNG SEN- counterfeiting is a very old prac-

FROM THE FILES,I--

Turpmg Back The Clock

Mexico City, Mexico
November 4, 19011
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Thank you for your kind words
of October 22 which greeted me
upon my return from home leave.
It was a real pleasure to have been
able to assist you and I hope we
will have the occasion to meet
again in the near future.
Sincerely yours,
Paul L. Guidry
Regional Director

GUATEMALA TOURIST
ODMMLSSION
Guatemala, October 31, ON
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
It has been a pleasure for us to
hear about the great success obtained by the VI Banana Festival,
and we sincerely hope to have another opportunity to cooperate with
you in the near future.
Thank you very much for the
great help you may offer us in your
promotions, since it represents a
good tourist propaganda.
Hoping to hear from you soon, I
remain,
Sincerely yours,
Ricardo A. Porras
Director
SEEING IE BELIEVING
Half the world is hungry, and unless we believe it. and help the
needy feed and support themselves
their need can never end. If you
could see the pclople CARE helps
you wouldn't need coaxing to send
dollars through CARE, Columbus,
Ohio 43215.

lice, always appearing simultaneously with coinage, it was really
only in America that it became important enough actually to affect
the history and development of the
country.
DOUBLED IN DIAMONDS, by
Victor Canning. Lively, euphoric
thriller about a cheerful, non-bestial, pleasantly amorous British private eye . . . Search involves exciting visit to mountain chateab in
the South of France where a gang
of diamond thieves has stacked
away million pound loot. Lots of
dathance with the two delicious
Chinese twin sisters
.
THE FREE-LIVING LOWER
INVERTEBRATES, by Frederick
M. Bayer. This book on the lower
Metazoa provides a comprehensive
but not exhaustive coverage of the
major invertebrate phyla, with the
important exception of the Brthropoda.
DISPLAY AND EXHIBIT HANDBOOK, by William Hayett. Everything you need to know on how to
plan an exhibit within a realistic
budget and timetable is included
here. This book gives you clear information on the use of signs, posters, display panels, table-top exhibits, "island" arrangements and
storage, as well as easy-to-understand methods of construction along
with directions for finishing exhibits
and displays.

Route 3, Fulton, are the parents of an eight and one-half
pound son, Perry Joseph, born November 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ducatt, of Bowling Green, announce the birth of a son on November 8. Mrs. Ducatt is
the former Carolyn King of Fultcm.

The home of Mrs. J. E. Williams on the Union City
Highway was the scene of a bridge party Wednesday
evening, when she entertained the members of her
Following festerday's Armistice Day celebration at bridge club from Clinton and several guests. Mrs. Gene
Cairo Ill., the bridge connecting Southern Illinois and Poe received high score prize for guests, Mrs. James
Phillips club high.
Kentucky was opened to free passage for all vehicles.
November 12, 1948

James Meacham has won the semi-annual "Key"
award by the Fulton Young Men's Business Club. The
run-off election was held Tuesday evening following a
YMBC dinner at Crutchfield. Foad Homra, newly elected president, was in charge of the short business session,
and Larry Latham was voted into the club.

A group of members of the First Methodist Church
of Fulton attended a call meeting of the Methodist Conference in Jackson, Tenn. Monday. They were Rev. and
Mrs. W. E. Mischke, Mrs. Virgil Davis, Mrs. Frank
Brady, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Will Whitnel, Lawson
Roper, Roper Fields, Mrs. Ernest Bell, Mrs. Louie Bard
and Mrs. Miller Harpole.

The Fulton Rotary Club was host to its district government, E. Murphy Josey of Frankfort, Tuesday evenMr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor, who recently married,
ing at a dinner given at the Strata Club. The club was were complimented with a miscellaneous shower on Nocommended for its high attendance records, which in- vember 5, given by Mrs. Taylor's grandmother, Mrs.
clude perfect attendance at three out of the last five Will King, and Mrs. J. D. King. The guests of honor remeetings.
ceived many lovely gifts.
B. R. Crider, car repairer helper for the ICRR
here, has been awarded first prize of $25.00 in the Mississippi Division letter writing contest. His subject was
"Why I Like to Work For the Illinois Central Railroad."
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Austin Springs: Ralph Doron has purchased a brand
new Ford truck and is daily serving his milk route.

West State Line: Sgt. James Hicks, who has been in
the army for the past six years, has been discharged and
New Arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. Manus P.'Williams of has returned home.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
First Woman PhD From Kentucky
Recalls Fighfing For Acceptance
The first woman to receive a doctor of philosophy degree from the
University of Kentucky—now retired and "growing roses"—recalls
that her department chairman did
not "want a woman to get a doctor's degree."
The UK pace-setter, whose path
since has been followed by several
women, is Dr. Virginia C. McClure,
121 Tahoma Road, Lexington, who
received the Ph.D. degree in American history in 1934.
The department chairman, she
recalls, was Dr. James Edward
Tuthill. Her academic advisor was
Dr. Charles M. Knapp.
"I received the degree after good,
long hard work," Dr. McClure says,
adding that "you really earn one. I
enjoyed it more than anything I
have ever done."
Dr. McClure graduated in 1912
with an AB degree and received
her master's degree in 1928, also
from UK.
After receiving her AB she taught
for a year at Middlesboro, another
year at Paducah and seven years
at Cynthiana.
She then returned to Lexington,
where she taught for nine and a
half years in Fayette County
Schools. She then took off two and
a half years to work on her doctorate.
Dr. McClure then joined the former Lexington City School system,
and taught U. S. history and government from 1934 to 1959 at Henry
Clay High School.
Her doctoral dissertation was entitled" The Settlement of the Kentucky Appalachian Region," about
which "nothing had been done before."
Dr. McClure had to do a great
deal of original reesarch for the
paper and made several trips to
Eastern Kentucky with Miss Kathleen Pettit, who had taught in set-

tlement schools, including Pine
Mountain School, which she helped
establish.
"Too much has been written
about the Appalachian area by people who have come in for a day or
two, then consider themselves experts. They do not get all the
facts," Dr. McClure notes.
Although her plans were to teach
at the college level after receiving
her doctorate, the year 1934 was in
the midst of the depression, "and
they were laying off faculty people
instead of taking them on," she recans.
"But I am glad I stayed at the
high school level, because it has
been very rewarding. I really enjoyed it."
Dr. McClure and her sister, Miss
Bernice McClure, share their home.
Miss Bernice was graduated from
UK in 1922 with a degree in home
economics After training as a dietician at the Buffalo (N. Y.) City
Hospital, she joined the Colonade
Lunch national chain, and was stationed in Louisville, Pittsburgh and
Detroit, before being sent to Cincinnati, where she stayed 25 years,
until her retirement in 1980.
Their brother, J. E. McClure,
Owensboro (UK 1918), was Daviess
County UK agricultural agent from
1922 to 1966.
His son, John E. McClure, received a BS from UK in 1961, and
a master's in business administration in 1965. His daughter, Nancy
Clay, received a BS in business education in 1962. Two other brothers
and another nephew have attended
UK through the years.
Dr. McClure occasionally returns
to the UK campus to use the library
and to attend her class reunions.
She also is interested in growing
roses, and recently attended the National Rose Convention in Atlanta.

The News Reports...

SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
It is possible that this writer was one of the very
few persons around these parts who did not witness the
"earthquake" that visited a nine-State area on Saturday
about noon. For the first concerted effort since pre-Vanderbilt days we were in the midst of removing some
long-standing debris from around the premises at Westwood. We were involved in the project with such intent
and tenacity that we could have been catapulted like
Dorothy, into the Land of Oz and never known about
it until we were stars in a sequel television show.

KENTUCKY COEDS VIE FOR A OUEENDOM—One of these five University of Kentucky coeds may be
crowned queen of the University's 1%8 Homecoming this Saturday. From left are Mariam Theresa Thomas,
a senior in Business and Economics from Morgarifield; Kelly Ann Kurtz, Arts and Sciences senior from Harrodsburg; Brenda F•ya O'Connell, Education senior from Hardinsburg; Jennifer Lynne Burcham, Arts and
Sciences senior, Moscow Avenue, Hickman, and Sall Lynn Sherman, senior in Business and Economics, 3835
Primrose Place, Paducah. Competing for the title are 32 UK women.

But the folks who did witness it
tell some of the wildest experiences
you can imagine.
Bill Gray says that his young son
Bill was at home all alone when the
tremor occurred. The boy said later
that he thought the stove in the
kitchen had exploded and he ran
out of the house as fast as his little
legs could carry him.
Our boy R. Paul, one of the
soundest sleepers we have ever
known, told us Sunday that he was
snoozing away at the time of the
quake and the vibrations were so
severe in Murray he thought one of
his classmates was giving him a
good shaking to roust him out of his
slumber.
He did awaken, said he, and intended to look around to castigate
the culprit for his rude awakening,
only to walk around the house to
find everybody holding on to the
furniture to steady the place.
He thought he had it, for sure!

The shocks of 1811 and 1812 dropped the earth in places as much as
8 to 12 feet and created Reelfoot
Lake, a 23,000-acre body of water
in extreme Northwestern Tennessee
and Southwestern Kentucky.
The water came from the Mississippi River, which was forced by
the shifting earth to run upstream
and through fissures caused by the
quake.
Thousands of separate tremors,
known as the New Madrid earthquakes, caused a cypress forest
near the Mississippi River to sink
and fill with water during a perior.
starting Dec. 16, 1811. and ending
Feb. 7, 1812.

Florence and Frank Beadles have
certainly been "on the move" these
past few weeks. They arrived in
when good friends get-to-gether
SECRET RIDE—
Fulton Saturday after an extended
They talked "lady-talk," "children
(Continued Thin Page 0-se)
visit in Winter Park, Florida with
talk," "grandmother-talk," and
the George Truitt family and left
meeting the travellers toured the home-maker talk.
Indian Head Hosiery Mill and then
Folks at the Fulton Bank said the again Sunday afternoon for CincinAnd how else can people make a
sensation felt as though the entire nati where they will attend a conheaded for home.
special brand of togetherness like
The news takes pleasure in wish- bank building was afloat, while Mr. vention of ice manufacturers.
And do you know what Kate this?
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol- Connor at the Hobby House said he
Thompson dreamed up to make the
Theres not many other ways,
We enjoyed a short sidewalk visit
had his hands full trying to hold the
lowing friends:
day utterly complete? She asked that's what!
November 15: Gigi Laird; No- glassware on the shelves while the with Mrs. Linnie Clark on Monday
the members of each of the memvember 17: Al Bushart, Tommy place literally rattled and shook all and learned regretfully of the rebers to "divvy up" for the ride
cent illness of Bill McMahon while
LUCKY WAITRESS
Taylor; November 18: W. L. Hol- over.
home so that everybody could have
he was attending a sales conference
land; November 19: Tommy Smith,
an opportunity to get acquainted
Bloomingdale, N. Y.—Mrs. Doris Becky Puckett, Charles
According to a story of the event in Las Vegas several weeks ago.
with everybody else on the tour.
Whitnel,
Lapierre, 60, remembers what a
in the Louisvile Courier-Journal on Bill became violently ill, making
"And what did the ladies talk customer ate on August 16th and his Jr.;
November 20: Mrs. J. T. Brun- Sunday the paper reported that it necessary to fly him immediately
about and do during the 100-mile tip, but can't remember what he
McKendree, Mrs. minor quakes are valuable, geolog- to his home in Los Angeles where,
round trip safari," this reporter looked like. The man left her a dige, Mignon
Mary Browder: November 21: ists say. They relieve tensions deep on arrival, he was transferred to a
asked Mrs. Thompson.
station game card which turned Jerry Creason.
in the earth, reducing chances that waiting ambulance and taken to a
"Just exactly what anybody does out to be a $2,000 instant winner.
conditions might build up to a ser- hospital for emergency surgery.
ious earthquake.
Fortunately Bill is recuperating
The tremors which occasionally satisfactorily and will be taken to
shake this area are caused by a his home for further convalescence
fault which begins near New Mad- within a few days.
rid, in Southern Missouri, and exBill is married to the formet
tends northeast through the Mid- Jerry Thompson of Fulton.
Thtwest to the St. Lawrence River. couple, with their daughter Karen,
This crack is known generally as was here for a short visit during
the
the New Madrid Fault.
Banana Festival this year.
It's a good thing the election
came to a close when it did. If the
The gloom evidenced by the imtension played such havoc on any- pending winter weather is like
sunthing as solid as the earth, think shine compared to that being
witwhat it was about to do to the avid nessed all over town at the
forthpartisans of the respective political coming leave-taking of Ann and
parties.
Herbie and their lovely children to
make their residence in Memphis,
But if you got excited about Sat- Tenn.
urday's tremor, think what KenThe report is that Herbie is to astuckians went through about 156
sume a new facility of the McDade
years ago.
Enterprises, making the residence
of the family in the Bluff City
necessary.
These twin cities have seen many
families leave for other business
opportunities, but the departure of
the Hunts is going to make a hardWEAVING A FOLK TALE to an old melody is the
to-fill vacancy in the civic, cultural,
specialty of Jean Thomas, "The Traipsin' Woman",
religious and social circles around
THEY'RE OFF ON MISSION POSSIBLE. The group of ladies above were a part of the large number of
here.
Fulton County Homemakers who enjoyed a "secret" safari last week. Left to right, they are: Mrs. C. B.
It isn't possible to determine
All statewide committees cur- where the Hunts' leave-taking will
C•Ichvell, Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Sr., Mrs. Arthur Tamer, Mrs. Paul Logan, Mrs. R. B. Owens, Mrs. Parke
be
most keenly felt, but if one might
rently needed for the Martha Dell
Wheeler, Mrs. Charles Cooprider, Mrs. Marian Dawes, Mrs. Jerry Graham, Mrs. Charles Bennett, Mrs.
Sanders Campaign for President- hazard a guess we'd say it is in the
Bobby McKelvey, Mrs. S. A. Jones and Mrs. Henry Boesonborg.
— Photo by Elmer Stewart
Elect of the National Education First Christian Church where HerAssociation (NEA) have been or- bie's sound and dedicated leaderJean Thomas, "The Traipsin' feta, which in length, "sweeps the
ganized, campaign chairman Rod- ship is an inspiration to all the
Woman," who has carried her col- floor." Just as Jean does, the doll
ney VanZandt of Louisville has an- members, young and elderly alike.
lection of Kentucky mountain bal- carries a large "poke" embroidernounced.
Of course there's a home on
lads to the far corners of the earth, ed with "The Traipsin" Woman."
Five new committees have been Third Street that's going to undergo
contributed her lively wit and homeestablished
in
addition
to
the
pre- some rather sharp adjustment to
Jean's talk to the employees of
spun philosophy to the 37th Ken- Carter Caves State
viously announced executive, fi- quietude after the patter of little
Park climaxed
tucky Hospitality Clinic at Carter the fall series of Hospitality
nance,
and
publications
committees.
feet and the sound of childhood acClinics
Caves State Park where she ap- conducted in
They are Kentucky promotion, na- tivity becomes only periodic grandthe seven Kentucky
peared as guest speaker.
tional promotion, promotional gifts, parently pleasure, instead of conState Parks which will stay open
"Gov. Louie B. Nunn has the year-round.
NEA convention booth, and dele- stant, as it has been.
right idea in encouraging folks to
gate
uniforms.
She discussed her early life as a
become ambassadors and salesmen court stenographer
More committees will be needed
when she acYou can take it from this scribe,
for Kentucky," The Traipsin' Wo- companied a judge from
to carry out specific assignments at
one courtthere is nothing quite so large and
man commented.
house to another in the hills of
the NEA convention next summer
so empty as a house full of rooms
"Clinics" are co-sponsored by the Kentucky.
in Philadelphia, where Mrs. SanShe transcribed the
when the off-spring have gone to
State with a local group to famil- testimony to feuds
ders—current president of the Kenand events and
pursue their adult endeavors.
iarize those engaged in the tourist listened to the
tucky Education Association—will
people's traditional
business with the most pleasing music as she
You know, much has been writseek the top NEA office. Appointtraveled. These jourand inviting traits of Kentucky neys enabled her
ments to those will be made from ten about prophets being without
to observe the
Hospitality.
the list of delegates Kentucky sends honor save in their own home-town,
mountain people and to collect and
Jean Thomas, who will be 87 Preserve an accurate
or that the opportunities are greatto the convention.
picture of
years young November 14, is at her their civilization.
Mrs. Sanders currently is on er for young people outside of their
best as a roving ambassador for
leave from her Paducah Tilghman home bailiwick.
Jean's friend, Blanche Preston
Kentucky. She greets everyone with Jones, Ashland,
High School classroom, where she
aptly described the
But as we get older, and the
genuine interest and speaks en- aura that surrounds
teaches English and debate, to serve years of sharing and enjoying our
her in a poem,
thusiastically of the American Folk "The Traipsin' Woman,"
as coordinator of the professional children diminish to a numerical
written in
Song Festival which she founded In honor of her 55th
Improvement program for Paducah figure that is shockingly small, we
birthday.
1930, her musical records, nine
schools.
find ourselves begruding the time
books she has written, and her " . . . Deep in some mountain
when we must admit that our chilfastness, she may find
unique home in Ashland.
dren are no longer permanent resiTraditions and forgotten lore,
Open to the public year-round
GIRLS COOK BY BRAILLE
dents of our household and that
long past,
from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., Jean's
Dallas — Cooperating with the their home-comings are merely
museum home is filled with primiElizabethan songs, whose sad
Dallas Services for the Blind, home visits, for ever so short a time.
refrain
tive mountain musical instruments,
economists of the Dallas Power and
Such talk may seen maudlin to
and folklore of the Kentucky hills
Will echo through the coming
WE'RE GOING TO KNOW A SECRET.
that's what brought the smiles to the ladies who were about to Light Company are teaching blind the many young couples who have
years. At least
she loves to tell about.
girls from age 7 to 19 to took. The young children
underfoot everyThe bodice is of black taffeta,
The Traipsin' Woman and her board the bus for the Homemaker mission last Thursday. Left to right are: Louise Maddox, Mrs. Elmer recipe
book and buttons on the where, and perhaps it is.
Yet we
long-sleeved with a white chiffon
shrine of art
Shaw, Mrs. Lewis Thompson, Mrs. Dixie Walker, Mrs. Catherine Humphries (that Is SO a smite) and Mrs. stove are marked in braille. Other hope they'll
permit
this bit of senruffle at the neck. Material of the
Enshrined forever in a nation's
electrical equipment, marked in timentality from one
Catherine Thompson, the "secret-maker and tour director." — Photo by Elmer Stewart.
who is adding
skirt is also fashioned in black tafheart."
braille, is also being taught.
too many years, too fast.

The Traipsin' Woman Still Moves,
Singing Ballads To Far Corners

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

GOY.
BUIL DOGS!
BEAT GLASGOW
Memorial Stadium Fulton, Ky.
Saturday November 16, 1:30 p.m.
This Page Sponsored by the following Bulldog Boosters--Browder Milling Co. Inc.
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Prison Walls Do Not A College Make, But Inmates Are Students

LEADING THE KENTUCKY LONGRIFLES--Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, a marksman of note, starts festivities
with a "bang" as he fires the opening shot of the
annual Kentucky-Tennessee Flintlock Rifle Match at
the Daniel Boone Festival, Barbourville.

Within stoic, uninviting walled
Kentucky State Penitentiary may be
the most unlikeliest of places one
might expect desires /or a college
educational to congeal, but there a
group is bent on fulfilling such highminded ambitions.
A class of 25 inmates, ranging in
age from 21 to 49, ha.s already so
enthralled their college instritctors
that they are looking forward to expanding what they formerly viewed
as a "noble experiment" in education.
Educators don't foresee the very
old but formidable prison at Eddyvile, which houses most of the
state's hardened convicted felons,
becoming a full-fledged "college on
the Cumberland," but they have
nothing short of praise for the class
whose entire membership received
their high school equivalent (GED)
education at the prison.
The class began its college level
study a year ago throtigh arrangements with Western Kentucky
University at Bowling Green and
now claims three credits each in
English and American History and
Is well involved In a three-credit

Page 5

course in Sociology. If all goes as
expected the class will begin its
fourth course shortly after January
1, when the state's colleges and
universities begin a new term.
Monday of each wee& a college
professor travels the 115 miles
from Bowling Green to the prison
on the C-mberland River and conducts a two-hour class meeting,
cogaisting primarily of a lecture
which often is interrupted by spontaneous questions and lively discussions.
Though the student-inmates don't
have access to the traditional college activities which some educators fear too often take precedence
over academic involvement on
campuses, the instructors say the
students measure up academically
with the average college class.
Probably best describing the instructors' reaction to the class was
Walter "Jody" Richards, assistant
professor of English at Western who
taught the first course (English),
when he wrote recently:
"The outstanding characteristic
of the group is their extreme motivation. Many of the udents not
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THE NEWS-

only complete their assignments
enthusiastically, but want outside
materials such as supplementary
English books and issues of magazines which feature good writRichards noted the students' compositions were above average in
content for freshmen themes,
though their knowledge of sentence
structure and punctuation was
lacking.
One instructor said the class was
on par academically with the average college class, adding there are
some "exceptional students" while
most are about average. But there
is no lack of enthusiasm which he
attributed largely to the fact "they
have nothing to do but study."
The first college level course of
its kind at any of the state's penal
institutions got going at the request of the inmates, according to
William Egbert, the prison's educational director, who noted the inmates had exhausted all other educational opportunities offered at the
prison.
With Warden John Wingo's approval for a college extension
course being offered at the prison,
Egbert approached Dr. Charles
Clark, director of extension services at Western, who voiced enthusiasm for the idea.
The next question to be solved,
Egbert said, was how to pay for the
course. He said he and Warden
Wingo agreed the funds (approximately $1,000 per semester) would
come from profits from the prison's
commissary.
This money, Egbert points out,
furnishes not only the college fees
but text books and materials for
the students.
Egbert, who directs a vocational
education program and an extensive academic program through the
high school level at the prison, is

GETS THINGS DONE!

— LATHAM
By Mrs. M. C. Morrison
Mrs. Ella Carney is in a critical
condition at Obion County Hospital,
where she has been for the past
week.
Mrs. Montez Blackard isn't doing
too well at the Volunteer Hospital
in Martin.
Mr. Howard Rogers was rushed
to the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
by an Anderson ambulance last
Saturday, and is reported to be in
a serious condition.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Brundige
visited Mr. and Mrs. Grady Simpson in Middleton last Sunday.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mr. Clyde Alderdice, who
passed away last Friday night, after an extended illness. Funeral
services were conducted at Old
Bethel Missionary Baptist Church
near Palmersville last Sunday.
Jackson Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Pearl Laws was on the sick
list last week, but was able to attend church Sunday at Bible Union.
Mrs. Chess Morrison hasn't been
as well for the past week.
A nice shower was given at Bible
Union Center last Thursday evening for Mr. and Mrs. Irby Hopper,
whose home was recently destroyed
by fire.
Several from this community attended the household shower given
by the One and All Club last Tuesday night for Miss Lynda Nanney
and Mr. Teddy Barclay, who will
be married December 13, at New
Hope Methodist Church.

hopeful of adding another college
extension course to the persent program.
And he apparently has a strong
advocate in Dr. Clark, who not only
is fully pleased with the present
program but has expressed interest
in offering similar courses at Kentucky State Reformatory at LaGrange, where he believes is a
larger number of potential students.
The enthusiasm for the program
is shared by both faculty and students, Dr. Clark says, and by way
of an example he points to Dr.
Bryant Clifton, Department head of
Sociology at Western.
When it came time to choose an
instructor for the Sociology class
(as all instructors for this particular program are cart:ully chosen),
Dr. Clifton wanted to teach the
course himself, Dr. Clark related.
After three class meetings, Dr. Clifton says the class measures up to
his expectations.

Dr. Clark points out the studen'
are especially screened as to the
desire for the course and the
academic ability, but he insii
none are accepted who don't quali
with at least a GED certificat
which is necessary to fully me
college standards.
Though most of the students a
serving rather long sentences, th,
have expressed desire to contint
their college education when tb.
leave the prison. Egbert said.
The program is especially r
warding to Egbert, who proud
notes the students are earnest
trying to do "something for ther
selves" under difficult cricui
stances.
Egbert doesn't expect to ma
the old prison into the "college
the Cumberland" but he does c
pert continued improvements I
ward turning out better "grad
ales" from the maximum securi
institution.

Mayfield Messenger To Publish
Souvenir Of 150th Anniversary
The Jackson Purchase area of
Western Kentucky has begun a
year-long observance of its 150th
anniversary. Gov. Louie B. Nunn
has signed a proclamation establishing the year beginning Oct. 19,
as the Jackson Purchase Sesquicentennial.
The observance celebrates the
buying of the "Purchase" in 1818
from the Chickasaw Indians. Gen.
Andrew Jackson of Tennessee played the major role in bargaining
with the Indians, and the land became known as his "purchase."
Gov. Gabriel Slaughter in a message to the Kentucky Legislature in
1817 urged that steps be taken in
cooperation with the Federal government to "extinguish the Indian
title to that part of Kentucky Territory" west of the Tennessee
River.
Following the action in Kentucky,
the United States Congress decided
land held by Indians in West Tennessee should also be relinquished.
President James Monroe appointed General Jackson and Gov. Isaac
Shelby of Kentucky to deal with the

EDUCATION WEEK—

Indiana. The treaty was signed
Oct. 19, 1818, in Monroe Count
Mississippi, on the banks of t
Tombigbee River. The Chiekasz
nation was paid $300,000 for thc
holdings in the two states.
The money was paid in 15 annu
payments of $20,000 each. In adc
lion, the Commissioners agreed
pay certain sums to various inc
viduals within the nation for the
personal holdings. This amou
ranged from $25 to $2,000.
The treaty was proclaimed 1
President Monroe on Jan. 7, 1819.
The celebration is being plany
by The Jackson Purchase Hish
ical Society. Dr. Harvey Eldc
Murray State University, is pre
dent of the society. Other spedi
committee members are L J. Hi
tin and William Burnette, Murr
State University; Mr. and Mrs. H:
Allen, Paducah; and Lon Cart
Barton, Mayfield.
The committee has announc.
plans to observe the sesquicentc
nial. City and county governmel
have issued proclamations design:
tog the year as the Jackson Pi
chase
Sesquicentennial; a
schools, colleges and civic orga
izations have scheduled special h
torical programs for the year-lot
observance.
The Mayfield Messenger will pu
lish a commemorative edition di
ing the year. All historical mate
ial will be collected and preserv
in the Murray State University I
brary.

(Continued from Page One)
value orientation, a starting point
for forming his own values. The
teacher of today knows, also, that
he must create a desire for learning
that lasts as long as life itself. The
most important change in today's
education methods is to get the
students to think for themselves instead of just memorizing. The good
teacher believes that graduation
should not be the end of education
—but only the beginning!
The citizens of this nation have a
good thing going in their schools—
schools that provide-education proDRIVE-I
grams for all children, youth, and
aJLZIZeTHEATR
adults; schools that equip them
• u)..ION CIY•FULTON MI-WA
with values, skills, knowledge and
understandings necessary to meet
the challenges of a rapidly changing culture; schools that serve to
shape our living pattern, our attitudes, and our ways of working or
playing together.
WARNING!!
But education needs the support
So SHOCKING
and guidance of all those whose unless you can stand Vivid Real'slives are enriched by it and whose IT MIGHT SNAP YOUR MIND
futures depend upon it. Schools
must literally open their doors to
the community. Whatever the problems the community has the potential to be of great help to its
schools if it remains constantly informed about them.
So, won't you take time to 'drop
in' this week to visit your schools.
DUKEDOM NEWS
VISITATION DAY IN FULTON
Mrs. Nulman Westbrook
CITY SCHOOLS IS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1968.
Mrs. Ed Work spent a week with
her son, Jerry and family, in St.
Louis. He has been in the service
for fourteen years and is stationed
there at present.
Mrs. A. C. Bell is in the Fulton
Hospital for treatment of a heart
condition and is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
have returned home and are redecorating their home. He has been employed in Detroit, and they lived
there for the past several years,
but they are looking forward to
their coming home to stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Marr, who
A nice 3-bedroom house
have been living at the Bailey
place, have now moved to the Nelin Deepwood subdivision
son farm.
Mr. Homer Wood spent the day
with 2 full baths, paneled
with his sister, Mrs. Winnie Cunningham, last Saturday.
den, built-ins, central
Hobert Woodruff went to Jackson
for a check up and was pleased to
air conditioning. See:
learn he did not have to go back
for six months.
Those attending the meeting of
the Synod of the Cumberland Presbyterian Women at the Cumberland
Church in Fulton
Presbyterian
472-3713, day
472-1198, night
were: Mrs. Loyd Watkins, Mrs.
Lewis Cole, Mrs. T. L. Ainley and
was
who
Westbrook,
Hillman
Mrs.
elected and installed as president.
The 1980 meeting will be held in
McKenzie.
Hillman Westbrook represented
Good Springs at the Synod of West
Tennessee, which met at the same
time and place as the above.

FRI. - SAT.- SUN.

DOUBLE
THRILLER

THE
EXOTIC ONES

Plus —
"Untamed Mistress"

For PEOPLE and COMMUNITIES
For ADVERTISERS, Too...
As a source of information and a forum
for opinion, your newspaper works for
you, your family and community. As a
niarkstplaoe for products and services,
your newspaper helps you, and adverSims, Mo. Count on your newspaper,

to got things dons.

FOR SALE

HERBIE HUNT
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Tennessee Crop Improvement Association are located in Northwest
Tennessee. This year Obion County
has more acres of certified seed
than any other county in Tennessee.

OBION COUNTY
Jo* Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
GOOD SEED AVAILABLE IN
OBION COUNTY
Farmers always demand good
quality seed to start any crop year,
and a good indication that good
seed will be available in Obion
County is the Tennessee Crop Improvement Assoc. which has certified 3,451 acres of seed crops in
Obion County during 1968.
Records of the Tennessee Crop
Improvement Assoc. reveal that
the following acres of seed crops
have been certified during 1968 in
Obion County: Blue Boy Wheat210 acres; Ben Hur Wheat-72
acres; Kenwell Fescue-28 acres;
Clair Timothy-78 acres; Custer
oybeans-34 acres; Dare SoybeansDyer Soybeans-340
605 acres;
acres; Hill Soybeans-23 acres; Hood
Soybeans-720 acres; Lee Soybeans.
756 acres: Pickett Soybeans-475
acres; D & PL 45A Cotton-50 acres;
Hancock Cotton-50 acres; and Kenland Red Clover-10 acres.
Bill Fowler of the Woodland
Mills area is one farmer that is
completely sold on always planting
the very highest quality seed that
can be obtained. Mr. Fowler is
President of the Tennessee Crop Improvement Association which is the
organization that officially certi:les Tennessee Crop seeds. A large
percentage of the members of the

Complete Roof
Planned

Protection

See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice kency
172-1341

Fulton

SUNSET

The purpose of seed certification
is to maintain and make available
to the public source of high quality
seeds and propagating materials of
superior varieties so growls and distributed as to insure genetic identity. Only those varieties that have
been tested are recommended by
the University of Tennessee as being adapted are eligible for Tennessee certification.
New recommended varieties developed by plant breeders must be
increased so that Tennessee farmers can use them in their farming
programs. Other recommended varieties that have been in use for
several years must also be kept
genetically pure from year to year.
Certification is a planned method
of maintaining seed with high varietal purity and good seeding
value.
PEACHES AND APPLES
Most people do not realize how
many apple and peach tr es are in
commercial production in Obion
County. A recent survey reveals
that in Obion County 9,799 apple
trees and 9,066 peach trees are in
Commercial production of fruit for
sale. That is a lot of trees and big
business.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
November 21 - Feeder Pig Sale Dresden.
December 3 - Annual Meeting Obion-Weakley DHIA.
December 10 - Feeder Pig Sale Lexington.
December 11 - Feeder Pig Sale Brownsville.
December 12 - Parnell Garrigan
Angus Sale - Jordan.

HELP THE HUNGRY!
You can share holiday happiness
through CARE by helping needy,
hungry people abroad. Send your
help through CARE, Columbus,
- Ohio 43215.

DRIVE-IN

between Martin and Union City
THUR.-FRI.-SAT., NOV. 14, 15, 16
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 6:45
ELVIS PRESLEY
Speedway
AT 8:30

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1064
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McBee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting

ELVIS PRESLEY
Double Trouble
SUN. - MON .- NOVEMBER 17 - 18
FEATURETTE
Starts at 6:45
AND
Fred MacMurray. Greer Garson

The Happiest Millionaire

WE RENT -

Tues. - Wed. - Thurs.
Nov. 19 - 20 - 21

Achievements based on years
of hard work will send six Kentucky youngsters to the National
4-H Congress in Chicago,
Dec. 1-5.
All six, selected for the expense-paid trip by the Cooperative Extension Service, earned
the - journey by becoming 1968
state winners in their 4-11
projects.
Making the trip will be:
Deborah Baker, 16, of Versailles; Judith Garnett, 19, of
Cynthiana; Donna Harding, 16,
of Mt. Olivet; Judy Hisel, 18, of
Georgetown; Larry Kriegel, 16,
of Georgetown, and Jane Tester,
18, of Harrodsburg.
Miss Baker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Baker, was the
4-H Horse project champion.

Baby beds
Floor polishers

Miss reefer

Miss Harding

of the game is tobacco, and the
game has been a profitable one
for him. During seven years of
raising tobacco in his field crops
project he has produced crops
with a cash value of $5,073.
Now, as something of a tobacco
expert, he cultivates his father's
crop and thus frees his father
for other chores on the family
farm.
Young Kriegel, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Kriegel, applies
knowledge and skills learned in
the field crops science program
to his tobacco crop. He has won
12 blue ribbons at the state fair
during the last four years for
tobacco exhibits. This year he
gave 11 tobacco demonstrations,
five on the state level.
Amchem Products, Inc. supports the field crops science program, and will be host to Kriegel and other 4-H crop experts
at Chicago.
Miss Tester, a freshman at
Eastern Kentucky University,
hopes to make good use of the
skills she has picked up in her
prize-winning dress revue project after she leaves college. She
aspires to a career as a professional model.
She has built up a good background for such a career. Besides carrying the dress revue
project for eight years In 4-H,
she served as a judge at the

Christian, Calloway, and Trigg
Counties, has been active in civic
affairs in the Hopkinshville area.
He is past president of the Hopkinsville Chamber of Commerce.

State Senator Pat McCuiston
Receives MSU Alumni Honors
Pat McCuiston, state senator from
the third district and a graduate of
Murray State University, received
the MSU Agriculture Alumni Award
for 1968 Saturday at the University.

According to the newly elected
president of the Agriculture Alumni
Club, Joe Pat James of Murray,

Vacuum cle*iics

big, she no longer believes that
a pretty home depends on the
age of the furniture. "Any old
furniture, antique or not, can
be made useful with a little ingenuity," she explains.

She is a sophomore at the
University of Kentucky.
For Miss Harding, tips on how
to improve her 4-H work are
always close at hand. Her father, Gano T. Harding, teaches
agriculture and her mother is a
home economics teacher.
Through those tips and
through 2,054 hours (equal to
257 eight-hour days) of work on
her project in seven years has
evolved a definite idea of what
it takes to run a pleasant, effiMiss Nisei
MiseGernoft cient home:
"Home management," she
She has worked with horses the
last seven years. Merck & Co., says, "is nothing more than a
smart
girl's schedule."
Inc., is sponsor of her Chicago
Prior to being name,d state
trip.
Miss Baker has trained, ridden winner, she was the county
and shown two horses and two home management program
ponies, and in 1967-68 alone she winner the last three years and
put on seven demonstrations won district honors the last
dealing with horses. Within the two. Her trip award comes from
last year she has won 25 tro- Tupperware, the program sponphies and ribbons in Kentucky sor.
horse shows.
Miss Hisel, daughter of Mr.
This year she was one of the and Mrs. Sidney C. Hisel, is gotop 10 state winners in the 4-H ing to Chicago for her excellent
Award of Excellence program. record in home economicsMiss Garnett, daughter of Mr. consumer education, a project
Miss Baler
Kriegel
and Mrs. C. A. Garnett Jr., is in which she has been involved
winner in the home improve- during eight years of 4-H mem- state revue twice and has taught
ment project sponsored by The bership.
modeling to other 4-H members
S&H Foundation, Inc.
Miss Hisel, whose trip spon- for two years.
In her 10 years of 4-H activi- sor is Montgomery Ward, this
She won the county junior
ties she was named the county year has won a championship at dress revue title once and the
winner three times for demon- county, district and state fairs. senior title three times, and the
strations in antiquing furniture Other activities this year have state championship this year.
and the regional winner twice included putting on one demonSimplicity Pattern Co. Inc.,
for such demonstrations. This stration relating to her project is sponsoring her trip.
year she was runner-up in the and three exhibits.
In Chicago, the six youngsters
state home furnishings demonShe is a University of Ken- will join 1,650 delegates from
stration contest.
tucky freshman.
elsewhere in Kentucky, the othAs a result of her 4-H trainTo young Kriegel, the name er 49 states and Puerto Rico.

Presentation of the award, given
annually to the outstanding MSU
agriculture alumnus, was made at
the agriculture alumni breakfast on
Homecoming Day.

Hospital beds

CLOSED

Kentucky Sends Top Youths to Chicago
4-H Congress As Guests of Industry

McCuiston has been outstanding in
service to his community, his state,
and to those in the field of agriculture.
McCuiston, who has a 300-acre
farm in Pembroke, is president of
Planters Bank with locations in
Trenton and Elkton In Todd County.
He has served as -principal and
coach at New Concord High School
and as personnel director for Thomas Industries in Hopkinsville.
The senator, who represents

In addition to the election of
James, who succeeds Hampton
Brooks of Murray as president of
the club, three other new officers
were named.

Farm Bureau
Has Largest
Membership

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
CAM RANH BAY, VIETNAMArmy Private First Class Thomas
V. Lewis, 20, son of H. T. Lewis,
Owenton, Ky., was assigned as a
clerk with the U. S. Army Support
Command near Cam Ranh Bay,
Vietnam, Oct. 5.
CHAMPAIGN, Ill.-Cadet Kenneth R. Morgan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert B. Morgan of 1106
Magnolia Drive, Fulton, Ky., has
been accepted for the professional
officer course of the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps
(AFROTC) program at the University of Illinois.
Cadet Morgan, who completed a
six-week field training course and
passed comprehensive examinations, was selected by a special
board for entry into the two-year
program. He will receive extensive
military classroom instruction and
corps training along with his normal
college academics.
The cadet will be eligible for a
commission as an Air Force second
lieutenant upon completion of his
AFROTC requirements and graduation from college.
lie is a graduate of Fulton High
School,

The Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation closed its 1967-68 fiscal
year today with a statewide membership at 92,816 families, an alltime high for the 49-year-old organization.
The 1968 Farm Bureau membership exceeds that of 1967 by 4,977
members. This marks the seventh
consecutive year the organization
has increased its membership over
the previous year.
Kentucky Farm Bureau is a federation of 115 county Farm Bureaus
in the state, with only five counties
in far eastern Kentucky not being
served by a local organization.
This year, all 115 county Farm
Bureaus signed more members than
they did in 1967, a feat which had
never been accomplished.
The largest number of counties to
show a membership increase in
previous years was 106 in 1907.
Kentucky Farm Bureau is a voluntary, non-governmental organization of farm families who work together for the benefit of agriculture
and Ken'ucky generally.
Louis F. 'son, Hcrrodsburg, president of Kentucky Farm Bureau,
said this year's record membership
"emphasizes the importance of
Farm Bureau and shows that Kentucky farmers have confidence in
the state's largest farm organization, and should serve as a springboard for another banner year in
1969, which will mark our 50th anni‘er.,ary."

FT. HOOD, TEX.---.Army Sergeant John R. Algee, 22, whose
mother, Mrs. Maggie D. Algee,
lives at 114 Craig St., Fulton, Ky.
graduated from the Fourth U. S.
Army Noncommissioned Officer's
Academy at Ft. Hood, Tex., Oct. 16.
The eight-week course is designPRO3P
ed to school noncommissioned officers in the basic principles of "Mulumy, the pants you -lade
leadership and increase their abili- me are tighter than my skin," said
ty to instruct others. He learned the little one.
"Nizymnenc?. my boy. Don't say
such things as tactics, leadership,
preventive maintenance and map silly th.nz.; like that."
"But they are. I can bend in my
reading.
skin and I ca3 t in my pants," he
replied.
PLEIKU, VIETNAM - Virgil L.
Kimmons, 20, son of Mrs. Annie
Kimmons, Route 4, Hickman, Ky.,
-4011•11111
was promoted to Army specialist
four Oct. 19 while assigned to the
4th Infanfry Division near Pleiku,
Vietnam, as a rifleman.
FRENCH'S H BOMB
Paris - The French Experimental Center has exploded the
first French H-bomb over the Fangataufa lagoon in the Pacific Ocean.
The French experiment took place
sixteen years after the first U. S.
hydrogen bomb was exploded at the
U. S. proving grounds in the Pacific.
• .11111•••••11

indows,
Doors, Porches,
Breezeways
IT'S SO EAST
ANYONE
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•

US Postoffice
Has Openings
In Kentucky

•

The Post Office Board of U. S.
Civil Service Examiners, Cincinnati, Ohio, today has announced a
new Tr -State-Wide Examination
C 3-8-06) for Substitute Clerk and
Substitute Carrier positions for service in all First and Second Class
Post Offices in the States of Ohio,
Kentucky, and Indiana.

TakeTen
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Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High. Sit, it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

Hiram Walker§

Ten

OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS ... Pat Mc(uiston (right), state senator
from the third district, receives the Murray State University
Agriculture
Alumnus Award for 1968 from Joe Pat James. James,
who was elected
president of the MSU Agriculture Alumni Club, made
the presentation
at the annual alumni breakfast Saturday. The award is given
annually to
the agriculture alumnus who is outstanding in service to
his community,
his state, and to those in the field of agriculture.

\ARAVA WALKER
CI-J.
0
I

No specific experience is required, but all applicants must pass a
written test. Application forms will
be accepted until the needs of the
service are met. Full information
regarding the examination may be
obtained from the local post office
or by writing the Executive Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil Service
Examiners, Room 305 Post Office
Minding, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

QUICK-THINKING YOUTH

teN
;101/66°Ii
S"aialIT.'
WHISKEY

Your best bourbon buy

WINES

$2.50 Pt. $4.00 4/5 Qt.
Full Quart $5.00
(Tax Inehided)
86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
l
or
i
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA, ILL
_

•

LIQUORS

Chicago-When Kenneth Wagner,
16, and two friends saw a man
smash a window in a drugstore, he
quickly made this recording on his
tape recorder: "This is the police.
Would you come out with your
hands up, please." They placed the
recorder near the entrance and replayed the tape loud. The intruder
came out and the boys held him for
the police.
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The starting salary for Substitute
or aro. a**. w.sse•*Oleo error.
Clerk and Substitute Carrier (PFS5) is $2.95 Per Hour. Applicants
Fulton Hdwe.& Furn.
may apply for employment at any
Phone 472-3323 Lake Streat
First or Second Class Post Office Main Street
Phone 472-1101
regardless of residence. At the orwews.-.--mm ....rrtsiviovrruse rorroomrif e•-••••••••.1111111INIMI
time of examination applicants will
select the post office(s) where they
wish to be considered for employment.
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Don Tucker of Murray replaced
James as vice president, Wayne
Williams was re-elected secretaryOnly
treasurer, and Arlie Scott was nam- •CRYSTAL CLEAR
•CUT,TACK,SEW of SEAL
ed advisor to the club.
•HUNDREDS OF USES
Pt.
Williams is a faculty member in
INDOORS A OUTDOORS I.LI..
I. tnie
1100011
MOMS
the MSU education department
WM ~WM
1091010.01011
01•10111111.on
while Scott is on the agriculture
faculty at the university.
111111111ln
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LET US SERVICE YOUR CAR
WHILE YOU SHOP!
1111111
Greasing

— Oil Change

— Muffler Repair
— Wheel

— Brake Service
Balancing

TIRES — BATTERIES — ACCESSORIES
um um ana axe
We pickup and deliver if you wish
No um um no

Clyde Fields Gulf Station

Conveniently located In the heart of Fulton
Corner, Main and Commercial
472-1193
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Mrs. Aline Williams

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs. Aline
Williams were in Union City shopping Friday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Ural Cupples and
Steve of Detroit, Michigan, stopped
by Friday morning for breakfast
with us on their way to Henderson,
Tennessee, for the funeral of Ural's
grandfather, Mr. John Cupples.
They spent Friday night with relatives in Henderson then drove back
here Saturday, spent the night and
left for their home Sunday morning.
Mrs. Lupie Haley of Paragould,
Arkansas, wrote us of the illness of
her brother Tom Lasswel1 It
seems Tom has been ill all summer
and has moved to her place. They
were formerly of Ruthville community and have been away for
several years.
Several from this part of the
community went to Matheny Grove
for church services Sunday.
Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams Saturday evening were
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples and
son, Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis,
Mrs. Johnnie Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Moore and Carla, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Hopkins, Mr. Ricky
Hopkins and Mrs. Kara Lewis.
Mfs. Joyce Johns had a paint
party in her home Monday afternoon for Mrs. Helen Allen. Several
ladies were present a-d every one
enjoyed the afternoon.
Mrs. Tommy Reams and children
had Sunday dinner. with Mrs.
Reams' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hen•
son Jones.
Mr. Boyd Johns is still unimproved in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
There was a wPdlinv, shower
Tuesday night at the One and All
Club for Miss Linda Kay Nanney,
Mr. Ted Barclay. A
bride elect
large crowd of relatives and
fried' were there ard many beautiful and useful gifts wr.re graciously
received by Miss Nanney.
The big frost Saturday night
seemed to loosen all the leaves on
the trees and our yard is about two
inches deep with leaves.

Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige,
Mrs. Sam Atkinson and Mrs. Laurence Walling spent the week-end
In Middleton, Tennessee, with Mr.
and Mrs. H. G. Simpson. While
there they visited other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Martha Croft in Louisville Ls
improving nicely from surgery and
has gone to the home of her son,
after being dismissed from the boa.
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McConnell
from Chicago, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs.
Don King, and children, Donald and
Kathleen from Macon, Georgia, are
visiting their father, grand-father
and great-grandfather, Mr. Will
Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sills, who recently sold their farm to A. B.
Reed, have moved to the farm they
purchased near Martin.
Brother Jerry Gallimoe has accepted a call to preach at Ruthville.
He and his family are well known
in the Ruthville community as he
preached there for several years.
'The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Myrtle
Temple for the regular November
meeting, Thursday, November 21,
at one P. M. Visitors are cordially
Invited.
David Reed, who was a patient
at a Knoxville hospital several days
last week, due to injuries received
in an accident, is improving and
hopes to return to his classes soon.
Mrs. Lena Cash has returned
from Kansas City, Missouri, where
she spent several weeks. Mrs. Cash
is now with Mrs. Mart Reed for an
extended visit.
Mrs. Jessie Brown spent several
days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Durrell Terrel.
Several members of the Ladies
Bible Class met in the home of
Mrs. Brooks Oliver last Thursday
night, and packed Christmas boxes
for boys serving their country outside of the states. Those present
were Mrs. Drew Walls, Mrs. Thurman Peery, Mrs. Charles Johns,
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mrs. Adair
Cannon, Mrs. James Haygood, Mrs.
John Colley and Mrs. Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Nanney and
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Nanney visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Nanney in Indinapolis, Indiana, last week-end.

— PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
Nice crowds attended services at
Johnsons' Grove and Chapel Hill
churches Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. James Holt were
out visiting the sick and shut-ins
Sunday. Rev. Holt will be the pastor at McConnell.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith have
returned home after attending the
funeral of Mr. Smiths' sister, Mrs.
W. L. Jenkins, at Fayetteville,
Tennessee. We extend the Smith
family our deepest sympathy. Mrs.
Jenkins was well known here.
Several trom here attended the
W. I. Gossum funeral at Chapel
Hill Sunday. We extend sympathy
to the Gossum family.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson of
Collierville, Illinois spent the weekend here.
Mrs. C. E. Lowe is on the sick
list.
Jack Lowe is a patient in Hillview Hospital for treatment of
arthritis.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Rankin of
Pascagoula, Mississippi and Mrs.
Virlie Nickols of Crutchfield. spent
a few hours Saturday with this
writer. Mrs. Nickols accompanied
them home to spend the winter.
Mr. and Airs. Bill Rogers and
Mrs. William Greer and son, Denis,
spent the weekend in Nashville
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond
and Don.

V
SEASON FOR KINDNESS
Four seasons fill the measure of
the year, but it's hungry every season for more than half the people
in the world. You can make this
the season for human kindness
with gift dollars through CARE, 8
East Chestnut, Columbus, Ohio
43215.

Parts For All Smirk
Shaven 11.1:

Family Worship each week is a fitting way to maintain a
happy and wholesome home. Attend the Church of your
choice regularly. Share the fellowship of family and friends.
Support the efforts of your leaders to bring peace on earth
and to make life worth living for all of us.

• PILOT OAK
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
The dreary week just passed
makes us realize winter will soon
be here.
Little Robin Scott of Lone Oak returned to her home Friday, after
spending several days with her
grandmother Taylor.
Mrs. Margaret Panken was the
guest of her niece and her husband
and Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vadie Floyd visited her mother and their aunt, Mrs.
Collins and Mrs. Sallie Floyd of
Fulton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson attended the singing at Cuba Saturday night.
Mrs. Alma Boulton is feeling better after having a throat ailment
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens of
near Water Valley were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Wadlington in the Wray's Store
community.
Mrs. One Lorary and Mrs. Lexie
Floyd visited Mrs. Alma Boulton
one afternoon last week.
Carlisle Cruse is home from the
hospital and doing fairly well.
Mrs. Cassie Taylor was the Sunday dinner guest of her nephew
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
Rickman of Dukedom, Route 2.
We are glad to report that Bubba
Taylor is much better, but is still
a patient in a Memphis hospital.
Wesley Williams of the Palmore
vicinity is quite ill in the Murray
Hospital. His wife and son are at
his bedside.
Little Miss Peggy Walker of Mayfield spent a few days last week
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs Revel Moody, of near Water
Valley.

That More People Will Go To Church.
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HALF WILL DIEI
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Hickman, Ky.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Aulhorluid Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Marine OU Company
West Stet* Line

Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.

at

J. B. MANESS & SONS

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Recall Store"

In Operation Id Years

W. D. Powers
F often
Phone 472.11151

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD

Fulton

Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Phase 412-1471
lel W. State LIIM

Phone 479-3171

/-74siedRipàr

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Deaths
Lon N. Brown
Lon N. Brown 81, retired farmer,
'ied suddenly Saturday, November
while raking leaves in his yard.
le was pronounced dead, of a
,eart attack, on arrival at the Fulm Hospital.
Funeral services were held Mon'ay afternoon, November 11, at
Iarmony Methodist Church, with
lev. J. F. McMinn officiating. Inerment was in Harmony cemetery,
..ith Masonic rite at the graveside.
Thitnel Funeral Home was in
harge of arrangements. Pallbearms were Allen Kyle, Clayton Kyle,
verchel Brown, James Browder,
lichard Browder and Follis Benett.
Mr. Brown was born September
1, 1887 in Fulton County, the son
f the late Lou Bellew and Wade
Tampion Brown. He was for many
ears a prominent farmer in the
'armony community. Following
is retirement he and Mrs. Brown
loved to Fulton.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
arah H. Milner Brown, a daughv, Mrs. E. K. Jones, Fulton, a
nether, Arthur H. Brown, Sr., Hariony Community, four great
randdaughters, Leslie, Laura,
eigh and Lynn McAlister, Fulton
nd several nieces and nephews.

Clyde C. Alderdice
Clyde C. Alderdice, a retired
irmer, died at his home, Dukeam, Route 1. Friday, November 8.
Funeral services were held Satrday afternoon, November 9, at
Id Bethel Missionary Baptist
hurch, with Rev. Eric Caldwell
liciating. Interment was in Mc'uire cemetery with Jackson FunIi Home in charge of arrangetents.
• Mr. Alderdice, 72, was born in
'raves County, Kentucky, May 14,
396, the son of the late Jim and
"encie McFadden Alderdice. He
-as a member of the Old Bethel
Ussionary Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Irene Al.
three sons, Harold Alder'ice, Dukedom, Route 1, L. C. Al'erdice, Dresden, and Clyde Alerdice, Jr., Dukedom, Route 1;
wo daughters. Mrs. Virginia Graam, Mayfield, and Mrs. Marvin
leClain, Lynnville.

Edward Dewey Smith
Edward Dewey Smith died Wedlesday, November 6, at the Fulton
Funeral services were held Frilay, November 8, at the Hornbeak
,uneral Home Chapel with Rev.
(imball Coburn and Rev. Charles
lrinkley of Trenton, Tennessee, oficiating.
The body was then taken to
'ulaski, Tennessee, where services
vere held at three p. m. Saturday,
iovember 9, with interment in
Minor Hill, Tennessee.
Mr. Smith, a retired farmer, was
'morn July 31, 1898 in Giles County,
rennessee, the son of the late Ada
loyd and Thomas Leonard Smith.
Survivors are his wife, the former
;ereria Jane Kelley, three sons, E.
M. Smith of Dyersburg, Charles T.
'.mith, Decatur, Alabama, and M.
Igt. Virgil F. Smith, serving with
7. S. Air Force in Germany; six
zrandchildren; four sisters, Mrs.
Mayme O'Connor, Adrian, Michi!an, Mrs. Ruth Davis, Winter
Leven, Florida, Mrs. Ina Dollins,
Minor Hill, Tennessee, Mrs. Hazel
fohnson of Lester, Alabama, three
mothers, Thomas, Rozzie and Ausin Smith, all of Minor Hill, Tennesce.

William Ira Gossum
William Ira Gossum, well known
etired farmer of the Chapel Hill
ommunity, died suddenly at his
'iome, Thursday, November 7.
Funeral services were held Sunlay, November 10, at the Hornbeak
Ameral Home Chapel. with Rev.
Y. Smithmier and Rev. Roger
roseph officiating. Interment was
n the Chapel Hill cemetery.
Mr. Gossum was born February
1, 1878 in Obion County, Tennesee ,the son of the late Eliza Dodd
:nd Robert A. Gossum. He was a
nember of Chapel Hill Methodist
Surviving are his wife, the former
;ara Anna Gambill, a daughter,
In. Charles Poole of Mt. Clemens,
fichigan, a son, Earl Gossum of
lenton, Kentucky, six grandchilIren and a great grandchild; a siser, Mrs. Frank Sellers, Route 2,
,ulton. Two sisters, Mrs. Lelia
toper and Miss Mary Effie Go:3m. preceded him in death.

Mrs. W. L. Jenkins
Mrs. W. L Jenkins, a former
Maion County resident, died Tues'ay, November 5, at Fayetteville,
'ennessee.
Funeral services and burial were
ield in Fayetteville, Tennessee.
Mrs. Jenkins, the former Betty
migh, was a sister of John Smith,
'ulton, Route 4, and Riley Smith,
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Boxie Jackson
Mrs. Rosie Jackson, 78, of Clinton, mother of Mrs. Katharine Webb
of South Fulton, died Sunday, November 10, at the Clinton-Hickman
County Hospital.
, Funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon, November 12, at
Hopkins and Brown, Clinton, with
Rev. H. M. Suthard officiating. Interment was in Clark cemetery.
Surviving are her husbann, Hughie Jackson, two sons, Glenn Jackson, Jackson, Mississippi, Gerald
Jackson, Colorado Springs, Colorado; five daughters, Mrs. Bloomer
Henry, Dycusburg, Kentucky, Mrs.
Ola B. Nall, Detroit, Michigan, Mrs.
Katherine Webb, South Fulton,
Mrs. Norma Beadles, Pompano
Beach, Florida, Mrs. Ruby Nell
Humphrey, Eddyville, Kentucky;
two brothers. Dewey Davis, Detroit, Michigan and Walter Davis,
Hickman, Kentucky. ,

Franklin Infant
Graveside services were held
Friday afternoon, November 8, for
the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Lesley Franklin, at Mt. Zion cemetery near Steele, Missouri. Rev. Ira
Wilkins officiated and Whitnel Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Surviving are his parents, a twin
brother, Barry Jean Franklin, his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Franklin of Braggadocio, Missouri,
Albert King of Wingo, Route 1, and
Mrs. Edna E. King of Wingo,
Route 1.

George T. James
George T. James, retired Fulton
insurance agent, died at 2:10 p. m.
Sunday at Fulton Hospital after an
extended illness. He was 77.
Mr. James, a native of Graves
County, was an employee of the Illinois Central Railroad from 1902-17,
and later entered the insurance
business. He retired in 1964.
He was a member of the First
Christian Church here, the Masonic
Lodge, and was a veteran of World
War I.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Verna Kendall James: three sons,
George T. James, Jr., San Jose
Calif., James K. James, Annandale,
Va., and Joseph R. James, Milden
Hall, England; two brothers, Albert
James, Miami, and Oscar James,
Memphis; two sisters, Mrs. Beulah
Stephenson and Mrs. Margaret English. both of Chattanooga, Tenn.;
and five grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted at 2 p. m. Tuesday at Whitnel
Funeral Chanel by the Rev. Henry
Hanna, with burial in Fairview
Cemetery. Masonic graveside rites
were conducted.

THANK YOU, MR. OWENS... Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of Murray State, accepts a diesel Ford Power Train from BM OWlini, zone manager for the Ford Motor Company. Looking on are Dr. H. L. Oakley,
dean of the School of Applied Sciences and Technology, Larry Schaffer,
Reidland, and Earl Forsee, Murray Ford dealer. The tractor will be
used for demonstration purposes to show Ag students the proper way lo
repair and maintain a tractor.

Murray University Accepts
Diesel Ford Power Train
A diesel Ford Power Tram worth
more than $4300 has been presented
to Murray State University by Ford
Motor Company's U. S. Tractor and
Implement Operation.
The tractor will b.! used in AgricultUre 571-Tractors and Field
Machinery and Agriculture 670Advanced Farm Machinery. It will
be used for demonstration purposes
in these classes to show the Ag students the proper way to repair and
maintain a tractor. Textbooks and
instructural material is also provided.
The donation, arranged by Earl
Forsee, Murray' Ford dealer, is
part of a continuing Ford Motor

Buckley Is
Manager At
Westvaco

George F. Buckley, accounting
manager at West Virginia Pulp and
Paper's Luke, Md. mill has been
appointed commercial manager of
Ernest Stunson, died Tuesday, No- ,Westvaco's new $80 million mill
vember 12, at the Fulton Hospital 'under construction here, Roy L.
after a long illness.
Sharp, Wickliffe mill manager, anMr. Stunson, 80, was born in nounced today.
Weakley County, Tennessee, but had
As commercial manager at the
long been a resident of this comoperations, Mr. Buckley
munity and had lived in South Ful- new mill
will have responsibility for the acton, Tennessee most of his life.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Bes- counting, data processing, purchassie Stunson, two sons, Clarence and ing and stores functions. His new
Clyde Stunson of South Fulton; two assignment became effective Nodaughters, Mrs. R. G. Nunley of vember 1,
Mr. Buckley's broad experience
Muncie, Ind., Miss Katherine Taylor, Ypsilanti, Mich.; two brothers, in the field of accounting and
management
consulting makes him
Emmett Stunson of Fulton, Dewch
Stunson of Chicago; three sisters, eminently qualified for this new
Mrs. Ruth Movee of Detroit, Miss position with our Wickliffe organiNormie Stunson of New York and zation, Mr. Sharp said.
Mrs. Fronnie Roach of Ypsilanti,
He first joined Westvaco in March
Mich. Fifteen
andchildren and 1964 as a member of the corporate
11 great gran hildren also sur- Controller's Department after 41
/
2
vive.
years experience with the ManFuneral arrangements will be an- agement Services Group of Price
nounced later by Vanderford Fun- Waterhouse & Co., and three years
eral Home, pending the arrival of as an auditor with that organizarelatives.
tion.
He was appointed Accounting
Manager at the Luke mill in JanuBOOSTER CLUBary of 1966.
(Continued From P•ge One)
A native of Natick. Mass., Mr.
Martha Logan will furnish the or- Buckley earned his BS degree in
gan music. Co-Chairman along with
Mr. Jetton
is Bob
Lowery.
Mrs. Patricia Mullins, Home Economics teacher of South Fulton
High School is the coordinating
sponsor. The program promises to
be quite a gala affair with Miss
Palle Long, the 1967 Princess ruling over the night. Pre-season
tickets are now on sale for 50c and
$1.00.
The young ladies who will compete in the contest are: Julie Bard,
Deborah Genice Bell, Judy Cardwell, Rita Brockwell, Debra Ann
Cashion, Carol Denise Coleman,
Lisa Carol Edington, Susan Kay
Fozzard, Jane Ann Fuller, Delorise
Garman, Dessie Gattis, Hilda Gettig, Jennifer Jane Green, Pamela
Grooms, Marilyn Hardy, Deborah
Kay Hodges, Paula Marie Hutchino,
Laura Leigh Jeffrey, Doris Jean
Kesterson, Edie Maynard, Judy
Owens, Laura Patricia Parrish,
Wanda Pruitt, Beatrice Sisson, Elnora Spinks, Candlda Suiter, Susan
Tegethoff, Lisa Ann Watts, Penelope
Winston.
Mr. Buckley

Ernest Stunson

Company program to support the
agricultural community. Donated
under the companY's corporate contributions program, tractor engines
are given to qualifying high
schools, colleges, universities, and
technical schools.
Bil' Ovens, zonelnanager for the
South C3ntral District, presented
the Power Train to Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president of Murray State.
A total of 103 Fold tractor engines
and transmission* - worth more
than $175,000-were donated to educational institutions in 1968. Last
year's donations; increased total
Ford tractor engine donations since
1961 to 330, with total worth in excess of $475,000.

Rev. Bobby Copeland filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church this past Sunday at
11 a. m. A good attendance was
had, and the evening worship was
devoted to gospel singing by classes and congregation. Rev. and Mrs.
Copeland were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rickman in
Murray, Kentucky, so were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rickman,
Mr. Charlie Vincent returned
home Saturday from a Mayfield
hospital and is now able to be up
and around the house. Many friends
will be glad to hear that he is on
the road to recovery.
Mrs. Martha Croft, who had surgery ten days 'ago in Louisville, Kentucky, was dismissed from S. S.
Mary and Elizabeth Hospital last
Friday, and is making good progress according to telephone news
Sunday. Those who would like to
send cards may address them to
5101 Christe Avenue, Louisville,
the home of her son, Gary L. Nix.
Mrs. Jessie Brown, Dukedom is
visiting with her daughter, Mrs.
Durrell Terrell and Mr. Terrell,
District number 17. She is enjoying
her visit very much.
Mr. Basil Mathis underwent major surgery in Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky, Monday, and is reported to be in satisfactory condition at this writing.
All friends wish a quick and complete recovery for this fine citizen.
ftev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill
of Union City, Tennessee, were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Grover True
this past Saturday afternoon.
Mr. anti Mrs. Clay McConnell of
Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. and Mrs.
Don King and children, Donald and
Kathleen of Macon, Georgia, spent
the week end with their dad and
granddad, Mr. W. J. Reed, Dist.
No. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark, Stevie and Barry
of Martin, Tennessee, were Sunday
dinner guests of his parents, 'Jr.
and Mrs. Burton Lassiter.
Mr. Clyde Alderdice passed away
in a Mayfield hospital, this past
Friday night, after a li%ering illness. Funeral services Were held at
Bethel Missionary Baptist
Old
Church this past Sunday afternoon,
with Rev. Howard Miller officiating. Interment was in McGuire
cemetery with Jackson Funeral
Home in charge of arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
son, Kerry, of Tullahoma, Tennessee, left this past Thursday for Detroit on a visit to Mrs. Frields parents, Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings.

mathematics from the University
of Utah, and his MBA degree in fi- CONNIE(Continued from Page one)
nance from the Babson Institute of
Business Administration in WellesComplete plans for the trip are
ley, Mass.
in the working stage, but it is exMr. Buckley served for three pected that Mrs. Pawlukiewicz will
years as an operations officer in the join Princess Janice in Miami and
U. S. Navy with principal service then depart for Quito aboard
which is
Ecuatoriana Airlines,
in the Korean area.
making available the foreign air
A certified public accountant in transportation to the Princess and
New York state, Mr. Buckley is a her chaperone.
member of the American Institute
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros, interof CPA's' and the New York State national coordinator for the FestiSociety of CPA's.
val's Amigo program reports that
Mr. Buckley moved to Wickliffe a fabulous program is being planearlier this week.
ned for the Festival's visitors.

Henry Ward Selected For Seminar
Studying Land, Water Use Matters
Henry Ward, publisher of The SunDemocrat and a former Kentucky
commissioner of conservation, has
been selected to be a member of a
seminar studying the water and
land use problems in the Ohio
River Basin.
The seminar will be h AI Nov. 19,
20 and 21 at Cincinnati. It wW include representatives of Kentucky
Ohio, Indiana and West Virginia,
and will include state and federal
officials. It is sponsored by the U. S.
League of Women Voters as a part
of a special program that is being
carried out through a grant from
the Water Pollution Control Administration of the U. S. Department of
Interior. Forty persons from the
four states were selected to participate.
The purpose of the seminar is to
help citizens understand the problems, evaluate possible solutions
and encourage responsible action
regarding the planning for the
future of land and water resources.
As a former state legislator,
Ward sponsored much of the legislation relating to water and land
resources in Kentucky, particularly
in connection with soil conservation,
flood control, water pollution control and forestry.
As commissioner of conservation
from 1948 through 1955, he headed
state programs in forestry, state

Herwy Ward

parks, and soil and water conservation. During that time, he also served as chairman of the Ohio River
Valley Water Sanitation Commission, chairman of the Kentucky
Water Pollution Control Commission, chairman of the Kentucky
Strip Mining Control Commission
and chairman of the Kentucky Soil
Conservation Commission. Later, as
Kentucky's commissioner of highways, he developed an inter-agency
council which coordinated relations
among the state departments relating to the effects of highway
construction on natural resources.

Selective Service To Review
Undergraduate Students Files
Selective Service Local Boards in
Kentucky will be reviewing the
files of undergradtutte.students who
appear to be experiencing trouble
in completing a proportionate share
of their requirements for college
graduation each academic year.

matter of student deferments was
discussed in great detail by the
conferees. The State Director expressed an int2rest in cooperating
with the colleges and universities
and administering the Law fairly
and equitably as relates to students.

The Selective Service Law and
Regulations dealing with the deferment of undergraduate students
was discussed in detail at the annual conference of the Kentucky
Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admission Officers held at the
University of Kentucky on November 1.
In order to retain a student deferment it is necessary for the student to complete a proportion of the
work each year as relates to the
total requirements for graduation.
In other words if his major requires
1M-hours to graduate, he would be
required to complete at least 32hours the first year, 64-hours by the
end of the second year, etc. As long
as he completes these requirements,
he may be continued to be deferred
under current Regulations until he
reaches age 24, drops out of school,
or graduates, which ever is the
earliest. Even after losing a student
deferment, an individual may be
entitled to a statutory deferment
until the end of his academic year,
provided, he is a satisfactory student at the time he is reached for
induction.
The Association had as its guest
Col. Taylor L. Davidson, State Director of Selective Service and the

In turn, the Registrars under the
leadership of their President, Dr.
Eddie Morris of the Kentucky State
College, agreed to furnish current
information on students that may
not he making proportionate progress each year.
The State Director said that the
Selective Service System will continue to review college students
classifications annually and more
often if necessary if the student
should fall behind in his work.
TIME TO VACATE
"You say your mother-in-law
threw a chair at you?" said the
magistrate.
"Yes, sir."
"And then your wife threw a
table at you?"
"Yes, sir."
"And what made you leave the
house?"
"I saw my daughter looking
thoughtfully at the sideboard."
THREE LITTLE WORDS
"What does the bride think when
she walks into the church?"
"Aisle, Altar, Hymn."

A Message from Win Whitnel,
-owner of-

wurNEL FUNERAi HOME
How much should a funeral cost?
A funeral service should not cost more than a
family can afford to pay. The cost should not be a
financial burden on the survivors.

-youVe the men we'd like to lend to.
Can you anticipate how a loan will help you build your
herd? Or buy a needed machine? Or purchase fertilizer?
If you've got a plan to improve your farm or operation.
you'll find us ready, willing, and very able to give you
the financial support you need. Bring your plans-your
dreams
in and let's talk them over.

We accept the responsibility of providing funeral services in a wide range of prices that every
family can afford.
We can guarantee that our prices are more
reasonable than any other funeral home in the city
of Fulton, Kentucky.
Our metal caskets and services begin at $495,
other caskets are even lower in price.
Our funeral home facilities are adequate to
take care of your needs without having to charge
higher prices to pay for elaborate and expensive
improvements.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2344306
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.

Our friends know that you can depend upon
our reputation for dealing fairly with all families
that we have served. We appreciate the confidence
of our friends who have known us for a long time.
These friends are awate of the dignity, sympathy
and integrity of a Whitnel Service.

Whitnel Funeral Home
408 Eddings St. Fulton, Sy.

Telephone 472-2332
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